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Scandinavia and the Prairie School:
Chicago Landscape Artist Jens Jensen
by J.R. CHRIST ANSON
The "prairie" was a powerful symbol in Chicago around the
tum of the present century. Louis Sullivan, Frank Lloyd Wright
and others used it to characterize a new type of architecture with
strong horizontal lines and free flowing interior spaces. 1 Poets like
Vachel Lindsay and Carl Sandburg sang the glories of a new breed
of prairie man and woman, growing like Abraham Lincoln out of
the environment of the American heartland. Among landscape
artists, Jens Jensen was the leading figure of the Prairie School. He
designed "prairie parks" for the city of Chicago, and landscapes
appropriate to the new "prairie house" estates of Wright and
Sullivan, taking as his materials the native plants and rocks of the
Midwestern prairie and woodland.
Jens Jensen's name is less well known today than that of some of
his contemporaries. Let me therefore review his background and
career before proceeding to an examination of the Scandinavian
dimensions of his life and work.
Jens Jensen was a Dane, born 1860 in the parish of Dybb0l in
South Jutland. At the age of four, he saw his home farm go up in
flames under Prussian attack. 2 Dybb0l parish, solidly Danish in
language and temperament, became a part of Bismarck's Prussia in
1864 and remained so until 1920. Jensen was sent to Denmark for
part of his schooling, but he served his military obligation in an
Imperial Guards regiment in Berlin. A tall, courtly individual, he
always retained something of the air of a guardsman.
In 1884, Jensen emigrated to America. The reason was not
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economic or political but social. He came from the largest farm in
Oybb0l parish and he knew how to get along with the Prussian
authorities. The problem was that Jensen wanted to marry a girl
from the cottager class in Dybb0l village, and this his family would
not allow. Farmer's sons married within their own class. So Jensen
left all behind and emigrated to America, and so did Anne Marie
Hansen. They were married within days of their arrival in the new
land, and they lived happily ever after, raising their family of
children in Chicago. 3
The Jensens came to Chicago in 1886, when the largest
Scandinavian settlement in the city was around Milwaukee
Avenue. After a brief period of work in a soap factory, Jens Jensen
took a job as a day laborer in the West Side parks. By 1890, he was
superintendent of Union Park, and by 1894, of the much larger
Humboldt Park. The Humboldt Park area was still rather undeveloped at that time, but it was rapidly becoming the heart of a new
Scandinavian district of people who had earned enough money to
buy their own homes and move away from Milwaukee Avenue.
The Jensens themselves moved into the Humboldt
Park
neighborhood.
In 1900, Jensen was fired for refusing to accept short weights of
coal at the heating and power plant of Humboldt Park . He turned
to private practice, and he soon became the leading landscape artist
of the Prairie School of architecture.
Among many other
commissions, Jens Jensen landscaped Frank Lloyd Wright's famous
Coonley House in 1908, and in 1909, Louis Sullivan's Babson
House, both in Riverside.
During these same years, Jensen remained active in public
work, surveying and promoting the establishment of a Cook
County Forest Preserve. In this and other ways, he built strong
political alliances within the Progressive movement of the Republican party. This in tum brought him back into the park system in
1905 as superintendent and landscape architect of the whole West
Chicago Parks system with an unprecedented, multimillion dollar
budget raised by bond issues, and with a mandate for expansion
and reform. 4
During the next fifteen years until 1920, Jens Jensen achieved an
international reputation as landscape artist, social reformer and
urban planner. Part of his public accomplishment
was the
establishment of the first neighborhood parks in any American
city, beginning with Eckhart Park in 1908. In Garfield Park, he
built the huge conservatory with plantings to show the prairie at
-6-
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Jens Jensen's plan for the extension of the West Parks system of
Chicago to include extensive lands along the Chicago and Des
Plaines rivers as well as numerous neighborhood parks in addition
to the major named parks.
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various stages of evolution. In Humboldt and Columbus Parks, he
laid out great symbolic rivers, bluffs, woodlands and openings to
bring the spirit of the Illinois prairie into the heart of the city. He
even worked to establish a park around every public school in
Chicago to serve as centers of neighborhood community life and
thereby strengthen local democratic institutions. In 1918, Jensen
produced a plan to expand the West Parks system with parkways
and extensive forest lands along the Chicago and Des Plaines
rivers. His aim was to integrate the whole city of Chicago into the
great prairie environment that surround it. Jensen was also a leader
in the work to establish the state parks system of Illinois. He
wanted these parks not only to conserve native landscapes but also
to offer goals for excursions from the city. Besides his public work
in the Chicago area, Jensen designed parks for a number of other
cities and he landscaped the campus of one college, Luther College
in Decorah, Iowa.
Following the First World War, Jensen remained active as a
private landscape artist. He turned sixty in 1920. His home was
now in Wilmette, and his studio was nearby in Ravinia. Here he
trained a number of talented young draftsmen and landscapers,
and he received commissions from far and wide, though he worked
mainly in the Midwest. He designed the Grand Meadow at Henry
Ford's estate in Dearborn, Michigan, and a number of other places
for the Ford family. Architects, social reformers and urban
planners of this era remained generous in their praise of Jensen's
work, and he attracted disciples from abroad. In the late 'thirties,
when Frank Lloyd Wright was asked, "Why do you consider that
Chicago is going to be the most beautiful city in the world?" he
replied, "First of all because it has a generous park system, the
greatest on earth .... 5
Jensen's wife died towards the end of 1934, when Jens Jensen
himself was seventy-four. The following year, Jensen turned over
his office in Ravinia to his son-in-law and moved to Door County,
Wisconsin, not to retire but to start a school for landscape artists
which he called The Clearing. Here he remained and taught for the
rest of his life. Jens Jensen died in 1951 at the age of ninety-one. 6
Throughout his long and distinguished career in America, there
was always a strong Scandinavian element in the life and work of
Jens Jensen. Let me consider that element under four headings: his
personal life, his relationship to the Scandinavian American
community, the influence of his Scandinavian folk school
education upon his work, and finally, the influence of his childhood environment in Denmark upon his concepts of landscape .
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Jens Jensen's manners were typical of a well bred Scandinavian
of his generation. He was affable, courteous, spartan in his daily
habits - his breakfast, for example, was a typically Danish bowl
of oatmeal - fond of working with his hands, extremely hospitable, deferential to guests, and a perfect host at the dinner table.
Guests remarked on the cozy Scandinavian character of the Jensen
home in Chicago. A bust of Bj0rnstjerne Bj0rnson and a relief of
Henrik Ibsen were on display, and Jensen could quote their works
with telling effect. 7 He was fond in general of the Danish and
Norwegian literature of the nineteenth century, and he also
subscribed to Scandinavian American publications including Den
Danske Pioneer. Jensen's -home life, manners and literary interests
were broadly Scandinavian, or at least Dano-Norwegian, rather
than simply Danish. Of course, this was not uncommon in those
days, when the Danish and Norwegian literary languages were
virtually identical.
Indeed, the whole neighborhood around Humboldt Park,
where the Jensens lived for many years, was a mixed Scandinavian
community. There were three or four thousand Danes in that part
of Chicago around 1900, and perhaps even more Norwegians, as
well as a few hundred Swedes. As superintendent of Humboldt
Park in the years 1894-1900, Jensen involved the community in the
park, and Leonard K. Eaton has described the result: " . . . the park
functioned as a social center in a way that would be considered
quite unusual today. Family picnics were frequent, and cultural
organizations such as the 'Dania Society' also held gatherings in the
park. Band concerts, dear to the hearts of Chicago's music-loving
European immigrants, filled the summer nights; in good weather
the park would be hung with lanterns, and an air of festive gaiety
prevailed. 8 Scandinavian community groups became involved in
the park. Sleipner Athletic Club drew large crowds to their annual
ice skating races in Humboldt Park. 9 A Norwegian American
group erected a monument to Leif Erikson by the Chicago sculptor,
Sigvald Asbj0rnsen . Community pride in the park was such that in
1900, the Zion Branch of the Norwegian Retirement Home
Association even changed its name to the Humboldt Park Branch. 10
In short, Jens Jensen's philosophy of landscape art and urban
planning had its origins within the context of this Scandinavian
American community around Humboldt Park. Here Jensen
received enduring impressions of what an urban American
community ought to be.
Outside of Chicago, Scandinavian Americans were among the
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patrons of Jensen's work in projects like the landscaping of Luther
College, the Racine city parks, and the Lincoln Memorial Garden in
Springfield. 11 Moreover, Jensen's contacts with the New York
reformer, Jacob A. Riis, who was also a Danish immigrant, led him
into projects of urban reform on a national level. Together with
Theodore Roosevelt, Riis and Jensen formed The Playground
Association to crusade for parks in place of slums. Following the
First World War, both were active in the national campaign to
return South Jutland to Denmark. Jensen also knew the Finnish
American architect, Eliel Saarinen, who became head of the Cranbrook Academy of Art near Detroit in 1932. Jensen sent his
secretary, Mertha Fulkerson, to spend a year at Cranbrook,
studying weaving with Pipsan Saarinen, so that she could later
teach weaving at The Clearing. 12 In these and other ways, Jens
Jensen found familiar community values and inspiration to his
professional life among fellow Scandinavians in America. There
was always a significant Scandinavian American dimension to his
life and work.
Let me now turn to the influence of his Scandinavian folk
school education upon Jens Jensen's life and work. The folk school
movement originated in Denmark. In 1814, Denmark became the
first country in Europe to establish a system of compulsory education, which originally ended at the age of fourteen. A generation
later, in 1849, Denmark got a democratic constitution. It was soon
realized that the sons and daughters of farmers needed a broad
liberal education in addition to their elementary schooling, in order
to participate fully in the life of a democratic nation. Folk schools
were established to satisfy that need. They soon spread as well to
the other Scandinavian countries.
Most young people finished their formal education at fourteen
and then came back to the folk schools after they had been out
working for several years. Jens Jensen was almost nineteen when he
came to Vinding folk school in the fall of 1879 . The philosophy of
the folk schools assumed that the students were young adults, not
school children. This was, then, a form of adult education in a
small residential school. There were, for example, a total of fiftyeight students at Vinding in 1879-80. The curriculum was flexible
but heavily oriented towards a liberal arts program of history,
politics, literature, Nordic mythology, and music. In religion , the
folk schools leaned towards the liberal Lutheranism associated with
Bishop N .F.S. Grundtvig . Instruction was based on the living,
spoken word in lectures and discussions.
-10-

There was a great deal of singing, field trips, festivals and other
group activities, often held out of doors, in the woods, on a hill, or
around a blazing fire. There were no examinations, and the folk
schools issued no diplomas nor certificates: this was "education for
life," not preparation for a professional career, and the learning
experience was considered to be its own reward. The free,
innovative atmosphere of the folk schools tended to develop strong
personalities. Hans Rosendal and Jens Skytte, who were Jens
Jensen's teachers at Vinding folk school, inspired students by the
sheer force of their own culture and personalities. Moreover,
Headmaster Rosendal attracted other strong personalities to his
school, including the great Norwegian writer, Bj0rnstjerne
Bj0rnson, who made an indelible impression upon young Jens
Jensen. 13
At Tune, Jensen's second folk school, the emphasis was upon
scientific agriculture in the context of the general folk school
curriculum. Headmaster Svendsen and his close associate, Chr.
Christensen, were leaders in developing scientific methods suited to
the small freehold farmer. At Tune folk school, Jens Jensen learned
the more advanced techniques of botany, chemistry, soil analysis
and fertilization. At the same time, he learned that even technical
subjects had a political dimension if they were to serve the needs of
a particular group such as small freehold farmers. Science and
technology had to find their place within the context of human
social needs. 14
Jens Jensen's whole approach to landscaping grew directly out
of the folk school philosophy. He insisted upon high standards of
technical competence in surveying, soil analysis, botany,
draftsmanship, design, and other aspects of landscaping, as he had
learned to do at Tune. At the same time, however, he insisted that
landscaping was an art, not a branch of architecture or science, and
moreover, that its goals had to be social goals.
Jens Jensen was quite familiar with innovative American
schools of architecture and design like the Taliesin Fellowship of
Frank Lloyd Wright or the Cranbrook of the Saarinens, and he was
influenced by them to a degree. 15 The true model for his own
school, The Clearing, however, was the Scandinavian folk schools
which he had attended as a young man in Denmark.
Finally, let me try to describe the influence of Jens Jensen's
childhood environment upon his concept of landscape. This is a
rather complex subject, but it is central to his contribution as landscape artist and social planner. I should like to examine five aspects
- 11-

of the subject: the Scandinavian affinity for nature which is
sometimes called "nature mysticism, " Jensen 's concept of understanding the immediate environment, his sense of community in
nature, and his attempt to articulate an ideal concept of this
landscape called the "prairie, " and then to reconcile it to the
immediate environment of his youth in Denmark.
Like many Scandinavians, Jens Jensen had a strong love of
nature in all its variety, and a belief that human beings, as a part of
nature, must live in harmony with the whole. He also saw nature as
the source of human creativity. "Art has its roots in the soil, " he
once wrote. "Art grows out of native soil and enriches life as a
people attempts to express and develop this growth. " 16 Jensen 's aim
as a landscape artist was not to restore or duplicate natural
landscapes, but rather to create cultural landscapes where people
could live and work in harmony with their natural surroundings.
Hence he preferred to use the plants, rocks and water forms of the
local area. In later years, he became devoted to conservation, and
his landscaping became the establishment of frameworks within
which natural environmental processes could work in their own
ways. His writings reveal a spiritual identity with nature which led
Eaton to compare him with Thoreau. 17 Such ideas are rather
uncommon in the English speaking world, and many authorities
have sought their origins in the world view of native American
Indians, where they are more common, but the same basic view is
also commonplace in Scandinavia . Jens Jensen 's spiritual identity
with nature made him sympathetic to native American Indian
traditions and led him to read authors like Tolstoy and Rab indranath Tagore , but its origins lay deep in the experiences of his
Scandinavian childhood . Scandinavian literature is rich in songs,
poems, stories and essays that express this attitude of spiritual
identity between humanity and nature . 17 a
Jens Jensen thought that it was particularly important for
human communities to understand their immediate environment.
He told about his own youth on a farm where his ancestors had
lived for centuries. Winter evenings were passed with tales of
generations past: ships in distress , storms on land and sea , the
destruction of two wars that swept over the parish. To Jensen ,
these deep cultural associations wedded human beings to their
immediate environment and created a heritage that shaped present
lives and aspirations. To him , the difference between Europe and
America were not so much that between a tamed and untamed land
as it was that between a landscape with these deep cultural
associations and one withou t.
-12-
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Snedegaard in Dybb0l parish, Denmark built
in 1864, Jens Jensen's childhood home.

Jensen's father took the boys on annual "pilgrimages" to the
bluffs at the seaward edge of the farm to find the early spring
flowers and survey the damage of winter storms. When he was a
boy, tall hawthorn and blackthorn hedges lined the lane to school,
hedges full of wild roses, blackberries, raspberries, song birds and
wild game. Jensen claimed that he learned as much from these
hedges as from the village schoolmaster. Nearby was a bog with its
own strange plants and a legend of a sunken castle. One year, the
school children went to the forest: "Here we saw tremendous trees,
the kings of beeches and oaks. Deer scurried across the trail, and
many other creatures strange to us." 18 Later, on a field trip from
Vinding folk school, Jensen experienced the moors and heathlands
of central Jutland, with their great burial mounds of prehistoric
kings and queens. Everywhere he went in his native Jutland, he
found different immediate environments, and each had to be
understood in terms of its own ecology, its own natural and human
history. Likewise, in America, he never tired of excursions. 19 As a
young park laborer in Chicago, he and Anne Marie took weekend
field trips by streetcar or wagon into the surrounding countryside
and came home with baskets full of wild flowers and plants. 20 They
were getting to know their new, immediate environment.
Jensen came to believe that the cultural potential of a people
depended on learning to live in harmony with their immediate
environment. He found innumerable ways to express this idea in
his work: the assertion that learning flourished when schools were
surrounded by the beauty of parks, that neighborhood parks
created neighborhood solidarity and habits of good citizenship,
that parks and parkways should bring the surrounding prairie and
woodland into the city, that a great city should reflect its rural
surroundings, and that forest preserves and state parks should
allow people to experience natural landscapes. Jensen also asserted
that different environments produced different cultures , and that
the great prairie environment of the American Midwest was a
region of tremendous cultural potential.
Like this resonant concept of the immediate environment, Jens
Jensen's sense of community was also a part of his Scandinavian
heritage. In Denmark, he once said, the love for the outdoors, "for
its history and its beauty and its spiritual message," was "woven
into" the life of the people. 21 Jens Jensen worked throughout his
professional life to build similar communities in America. His
means was principally to create a great variety of harmonious park
landscapes within the city, where people could come together in
-14-

fellowship. Later in life, he established his school, The Clearing, as
a smaller community in harmony with its own immediate environment.
Finally, we must investigate Jens Jensen's concept of the
"prairie" because, as its major landscape artist, he was the one who
articulated in detail what it was that the Prairie School meant by
"the prairie ."
Jens Jensen's prairie was not the "lone prairiee" of the mournful
cowboy, but rather, it was the natural nineteenth century landscape of the Midwest from Indiana to Minnesota. This was a wide,
rolling country of luxuriant open grasslands, hardwood glades,
mighty lakes and rivers, a land of intense autumnal colors, snowfilled winters, poetic springtime awakenings,
and bountiful
summers. It was a land of considerable variety and beauty, despite
its basic unity . In the most literal sense, the prairies were the open
areas of tall grasses and wild flowers, frequently dotted by a lone
cottonwood or a grove of burr oaks, with sumac, hawthorn, crab
apple and plum creeping out from the forest edge. In the Midwest,
the open prairies could not be separated from the ambience of
woodland, bluffs and watered valleys. Jens Jensen saw them as
parts of one landscape, and this was the Midwestern environment
that became his symbol for the Prairie School. It was an immense,
hospitable environment with great potential for human development: far greater, in the minds of men like Wright, Sandburg and
Jens Jensen, than the polluted and decadent East, or the endless
high plains and mountains of the West. Jensen's aim and theirs was
a lofty one: it was to create a new civilization in harmony with this
free and bountiful prairie environment.
In 1905, Jens Jensen 's use of native hawthorn in the landscape of
the August Magnus house in Winnetka inspired the architect,
Robert C. Spencer, Jr., to use stylized hawthorn designs in the
building itself, particularly in its stained glass windows. The
hawthorn, with its free but strongly horizontal form, became a
veritable symbol of the prairie environment, and with the Magnus
house, in the words of Malcolm Collier, "Jensen seems literally to
have been incorporated into the Chicago School of Architecture." 22
Every immigrant has to find some way to reconcile the values
and experiences of his or her new world with those of the old. Jens
Jensen, with his keen sensitivity to the immediate environment,
was especially conscious of this need. How could he, who described
the process of immigration as "like being torn up by the roots and
transplanted , " ever feel at home in an environment so distant from
- 15-

the immediate environment of his youth? 23 The answer is that he
was able in his work to create an idealized concept of the "prairie"
which he could indeed, perhaps unconsciously, reconcile with his
recollections of Dybb0l parish. In broad terms, there were many
similarities: the same parade of seasons, the same variations in
weather, in light and shadow, and the same basic mixture of
open, rolling land and hardwood forests, broken by water. This
was a type of landscape far different from other parts of either
Scandinavia or North America. Jensen felt at home in this kind of
country, though he never learned to like the mountains and he
considered coniferous landscapes to be "austere, dark, and
gloomy." 24 He was, after all , a Dane and not a Norwegian.
In his "prairie landscapes ," Jensen used plants that were native
to these parts of Midwestern America. But the striking fact is that
many of the same plants had also been a part of the immediate
environment of his youth in Dybb0l parish. The hawthorn was
indeed a wonderful symbol of the Midwestern prairies, but it could
just as well have been a symbol of Dybb0l parish. Likewise the crab
apple and the wild rose, two other symbols of the Prairie School.
Other plants common to both the North American prairie and
Oybb0l parish include thimbleberry, raspberry, currant and
barberry, which Jensen used on "prairie" slopes and in underbrush,
sumac and hazel, which he used on the margin of clearings in his
"prairie parks, " and the forest hardwoods, especially oak and
beech .25
At one and the same time , Jens Jensen created parks and
landscapes that idealized his new home environment, the prairies of
the Midwest, and revived the memory of his Danish homeland.
Thus he reconciled the two immediate environments of his youth
and mature years. Was the "divided heart" of the immigrant ever
more eloquently expressed in the living art of landscape?
It is often observed that the deepest roots of American
civilization run to the lands of our ancestors on other continents
beyond the seas. This is true of many things that seem at first to be
so characteristically American , and it is true of the Prairie School.
Through the work of Jens Jensen, its major landscape artist and one
of its principal spokesmen , the Prairie School had an important
Scandinavian American dimension and drew nurture from roots
that ran deep into the cultural soil of Scandinavia. 26
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